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SOUTH DAKOTA v. WAYFAIR, INC., et al. 

certiorari to the supreme court of south dakota 

No. 17–494. Argued April 17, 2018—Decided June 21, 2018 

South Dakota, like many States, taxes the retail sales of goods and serv-
ices in the State. Sellers are required to collect and remit the tax to 
the State, but if they do not then in-state consumers are responsible for 
paying a use tax at the same rate. Under National Bellas Hess, Inc. 
v. Department of Revenue of Ill., 386 U. S. 753, and Quill Corp. v. North 
Dakota, 504 U. S. 298, South Dakota may not require a business that 
has no physical presence in the State to collect its sales tax. Consumer 
compliance rates are notoriously low, however, and it is estimated that 
Bellas Hess and Quill cause South Dakota to lose between $48 and $58 
million annually. Concerned about the erosion of its sales tax base and 
corresponding loss of critical funding for state and local services, the 
South Dakota Legislature enacted a law requiring out-of-state sellers 
to collect and remit sales tax “as if the seller had a physical presence in 
the State.” The Act covers only sellers that, on an annual basis, deliver 
more than $100,000 of goods or services into the State or engage in 200 
or more separate transactions for the delivery of goods or services into 
the State. Respondents, top online retailers with no employees or real 
estate in South Dakota, each meet the Act's minimum sales or transac-
tions requirement, but do not collect the State's sales tax. South Da-
kota fled suit in state court, seeking a declaration that the Act's require-
ments are valid and applicable to respondents and an injunction 
requiring respondents to register for licenses to collect and remit the 
sales tax. Respondents sought summary judgment, arguing that the 
Act is unconstitutional. The trial court granted their motion. The 
State Supreme Court affrmed on the ground that Quill is controlling 
precedent. 

Held: Because the physical presence rule of Quill is unsound and incor-
rect, Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U. S. 298, and National Bellas 
Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue of Ill., 386 U. S. 753, are overruled. 
Pp. 5–24. 

(a) An understanding of this Court's Commerce Clause principles and 
their application to state taxes is instructive here. Pp. 5–9. 

(1) Two primary principles mark the boundaries of a State's author-
ity to regulate interstate commerce: State regulations may not discrimi-
nate against interstate commerce; and States may not impose undue 
burdens on interstate commerce. These principles guide the courts in 
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adjudicating challenges to state laws under the Commerce Clause. 
Pp. 5–7. 

(2) They also animate Commerce Clause precedents addressing the 
validity of state taxes, which will be sustained so long as they (1) apply 
to an activity with a substantial nexus with the taxing State, (2) are 
fairly apportioned, (3) do not discriminate against interstate commerce, 
and (4) are fairly related to the services the State provides. See Com-
plete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady, 430 U. S. 274, 279. Before Complete 
Auto, the Court held in Bellas Hess that a “seller whose only connection 
with customers in the State is by common carrier or . . . mail” lacked 
the requisite minimum contacts with the State required by the Due 
Process Clause and the Commerce Clause, and that unless the retailer 
maintained a physical presence in the State, the State lacked the power 
to require that retailer to collect a local tax. 386 U. S., at 758. In 
Quill, the Court overruled the due process holding, but not the Com-
merce Clause holding, grounding the physical presence rule in Complete 
Auto's requirement that a tax have a “substantial nexus” with the activ-
ity being taxed. Pp. 7–9. 

(b) The physical presence rule has long been criticized as giving out-
of-state sellers an advantage. Each year, it becomes further removed 
from economic reality and results in signifcant revenue losses to the 
States. These critiques underscore that the rule, both as frst formu-
lated and as applied today, is an incorrect interpretation of the Com-
merce Clause. Pp. 9–17. 

(1) Quill is fawed on its own terms. First, the physical presence 
rule is not a necessary interpretation of Complete Auto's nexus require-
ment. That requirement is “closely related,” Bellas Hess, 386 U. S. at 
756, to the due process requirement that there be “some defnite link, 
some minimum connection, between a state and the person, property or 
transaction it seeks to tax.” Miller Brothers Co. v. Maryland, 347 U. S. 
340, 344–345. And, as Quill itself recognized, a business need not have 
a physical presence in a State to satisfy the demands of due process. 
When considering whether a State may levy a tax, Due Process and 
Commerce Clause standards, though not identical or coterminous, have 
signifcant parallels. The reasons given in Quill for rejecting the phys-
ical presence rule for due process purposes apply as well to the question 
whether physical presence is a requisite for an out-of-state seller's liabil-
ity to remit sales taxes. Other aspects of the Court's doctrine can bet-
ter and more accurately address potential burdens on interstate com-
merce, whether or not Quill's physical presence rule is satisfed. 

Second, Quill creates rather than resolves market distortions. In 
effect, it is a judicially created tax shelter for businesses that limit their 
physical presence in a State but sell their goods and services to the 
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State's consumers, something that has become easier and more preva-
lent as technology has advanced. The rule also produces an incentive 
to avoid physical presence in multiple States, affecting development that 
might be effcient or desirable. 

Third, Quill imposes the sort of arbitrary, formalistic distinction that 
the Court's modern Commerce Clause precedents disavow in favor of 
“a sensitive, case-by-case analysis of purposes and effects,” West Lynn 
Creamery, Inc. v. Healy, 512 U. S. 186, 201. It treats economically iden-
tical actors differently for arbitrary reasons. For example, a business 
that maintains a few items of inventory in a small warehouse in a State 
is required to collect and remit a tax on all of its sales in the State, 
while a seller with a pervasive Internet presence cannot be subject to 
the same tax for the sales of the same items. Pp. 10–14. 

(2) When the day-to-day functions of marketing and distribution in 
the modern economy are considered, it becomes evident that Quill's 
physical presence rule is artifcial, not just “at its edges,” 504 U. S. at 
315, but in its entirety. Modern e-commerce does not align analytically 
with a test that relies on the sort of physical presence defned in Quill. 
And the Court should not maintain a rule that ignores substantial vir-
tual connections to the State. Pp. 14–15. 

(3) The physical presence rule of Bellas Hess and Quill is also an 
extraordinary imposition by the Judiciary on States' authority to collect 
taxes and perform critical public functions. Forty-one States, two Ter-
ritories, and the District of Columbia have asked the Court to reject 
Quill's test. Helping respondents' customers evade a lawful tax un-
fairly shifts an increased share of the taxes to those consumers who buy 
from competitors with a physical presence in the State. It is essential 
to public confdence in the tax system that the Court avoid creating 
inequitable exceptions. And it is also essential to the confdence placed 
in the Court's Commerce Clause decisions. By giving some online re-
tailers an arbitrary advantage over their competitors who collect state 
sales taxes, Quill's physical presence rule has limited States' ability to 
seek long-term prosperity and has prevented market participants from 
competing on an even playing feld. Pp. 16–17. 

(c) Stare decisis can no longer support the Court's prohibition of a 
valid exercise of the States' sovereign power. If it becomes apparent 
that the Court's Commerce Clause decisions prohibit the States from 
exercising their lawful sovereign powers, the Court should be vigilant 
in correcting the error. It is inconsistent with this Court's proper role 
to ask Congress to address a false constitutional premise of this Court's 
own creation. The Internet revolution has made Quill's original error 
all the more egregious and harmful. The Quill Court did not have 
before it the present realities of the interstate marketplace, where the 
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Internet's prevalence and power have changed the dynamics of the na-
tional economy. The expansion of e-commerce has also increased the 
revenue shortfall faced by States seeking to collect their sales and use 
taxes, leading the South Dakota Legislature to declare an emergency. 
The argument, moreover, that the physical presence rule is clear and 
easy to apply is unsound, as attempts to apply the physical presence 
rule to online retail sales have proved unworkable. 

Because the physical presence rule as defned by Quill is no longer a 
clear or easily applicable standard, arguments for reliance based on its 
clarity are misplaced. Stare decisis may accommodate “legitimate reli-
ance interest[s],” United States v. Ross, 456 U. S. 798, 824, but a business 
“is in no position to found a constitutional right . . . on the practical 
opportunities for tax avoidance,” Nelson v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 312 
U. S. 359, 366. Startups and small businesses may beneft from the 
physical presence rule, but here South Dakota affords small merchants 
a reasonable degree of protection. Finally, other aspects of the Court's 
Commerce Clause doctrine can protect against any undue burden on 
interstate commerce, taking into consideration the small businesses, 
startups, or others who engage in commerce across state lines. The 
potential for such issues to arise in some later case cannot justify retain-
ing an artifcial, anachronistic rule that deprives States of vast revenues 
from major businesses. Pp. 17–22. 

(d) In the absence of Quill and Bellas Hess, the frst prong of the 
Complete Auto test simply asks whether the tax applies to an activity 
with a substantial nexus with the taxing State, 430 U. S., at 279. Here, 
the nexus is clearly suffcient. The Act applies only to sellers who en-
gage in a signifcant quantity of business in the State, and respondents 
are large, national companies that undoubtedly maintain an extensive 
virtual presence. Any remaining claims regarding the Commerce 
Clause's application in the absence of Quill and Bellas Hess may be 
addressed in the frst instance on remand. Pp. 22–23. 

2017 S.D. 56, 901 N. W. 2d 754, vacated and remanded. 

Kennedy, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which Thomas, 
Ginsburg, Alito, and Gorsuch, JJ., joined. Thomas, J., and Gorsuch, 
J., fled concurring opinions, post, 189. Roberts, C. J., fled a dissenting 
opinion, in which Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan, JJ., joined, post, 191. 

Marty J. Jackley, Attorney General of South Dakota, ar-
gued the cause for petitioner. With him on the briefs were 
Richard M. Williams, Deputy Attorney General, Kirsten E. 
Jasper, Assistant Attorney General, Andrew L. Fergel, Eric 
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F. Citron, Thomas C. Goldstein, and Er ica Oleszczuk 
Evans. 

Deputy Solicitor General Stewart argued the cause for the 
United States as amicus curiae urging reversal. With him 
on the brief were Solicitor General Francisco, Acting As-
sistant Attorney General Readler, Deputy Assistant Attor-
ney General Mooppan, Robert A. Parker, Mark B. Stern, 
and Nicolas Y. Riley. 

George S. Isaacson argued the cause for respondents. 
With him on the brief were Martin I. Eisenstein and Mat-
thew P. Schaefer.* 

*Briefs of amici curiae urging reversal were fled for the State of Colo-
rado et al. by Cynthia H. Coffman, Attorney General of Colorado, Freder-
ick R. Yarger, Solicitor General, Melanie J. Snyder, Chief Deputy Attor-
ney General, and Grant T. Sullivan, Assistant Solicitor General, and by 
the Attorneys General for their respective jurisdictions as follows: Steve 
Marshall of Alabama, Mark Brnovich of Arizona, Leslie Rutledge of Ar-
kansas, Xavier Becerra of California, George Jepsen of Connecticut, Karl 
A. Racine of the District of Columbia, Pamela Jo Bondi of Florida, Chris-
topher M. Carr of Georgia, Russell A. Suzuki of Hawaii, Lawrence G. 
Wasden of Idaho, Lisa Madigan of Illinois, Curtis T. Hill, Jr., of Indiana, 
Thomas J. Miller of Iowa, Derek Schmidt of Kansas, Andy Beshear of 
Kansas, Jeff Landry of Louisiana, Janet T. Mills of Maine, Brian E. Frosh 
of Maryland, Maura Healey of Massachusetts, Lori Swanson of Minne-
sota, Jim Hood of Mississippi, Douglas J. Peterson of Nebraska, Adam 
Paul Laxalt of Nevada, Gurbir S. Grewal of New Jersey, Hector Balderas 
of New Mexico, Eric T. Schneiderman of New York, Josh Stein of North 
Carolina, Wayne Stenehjem of North Dakota, Michael DeWine of Ohio, 
Mike Hunter of Oklahoma, Ellen F. Rosenblum of Oregon, Josh Shapiro 
of Pennsylvania, Wanda Vàzquez-Garced of Puerto Rico, Peter F. Kilmar-
tin of Rhode Island, Herbert H. Slatery III of Tennessee, Ken Paxton of 
Texas, Sean D. Reyes of Utah, Thomas J. Donovan, Jr., of Vermont, 
Claude Earl Walker of the Virgin Islands, Mark Herring of Virginia, Rob-
ert W. Ferguson of Washington, Brad Schimel of Wisconsin, and Peter K. 
Michael of Wyoming; for the City of Little Rock, Arkansas, by Thomas 
M. Carpenter; for Four United States Senators by Alan B. Morrison and 
Darien Shanske; for the International Council of Shopping Centers et al. 
by Seth P. Waxman; for Law Professors et al. by Debra L. Greenberger; 
for the Multistate Tax Commission et al. by Helen Hecht, Lila Disque, 
Bruce Fort, Richard Cram, Gregory S. Matson, and Gale Garriott; for the 
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Justice Kennedy delivered the opinion of the Court. 

When a consumer purchases goods or services, the con-
sumer's State often imposes a sales tax. This case requires 

National Governors Association et al. by Tillman J. Breckenridge, Lisa 
Soronen, and Patricia E. Roberts; for the Retail Litigation Center, Inc., 
by Donald B. Verrilli, Jr., Deborah White, Mark Yohalem, and Timothy 
M. Haake; for the South Dakota Retailers Association by William M. Van 
Camp; for the Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board, Inc., by Laura K. 
McNally and Andrew R. DeVooght; for the Tax Foundation by Joseph D. 
Henchman; and for Brill et al. by David W. T. Daniels. 

Briefs of amici curiae urging affrmance were fled for the State of 
Montana by Timothy C. Fox, Attorney General of Montana, Jon Bennion, 
Chief Deputy Attorney General, Dale Schowengerdt, Solicitor General, 
and J. Stuart Segrest, Assistant Attorney General; for the State of New 
Hampshire by Gordon J. MacDonald, Attorney General of New Hamp-
shire, Laura E. B. Lombardi, Senior Assistant Attorney General, and An-
thony J. Galdieri, Assistant Attorney General; for the American Academy 
of Attorney-Certifed Public Accountants, Inc., by James H. Sutton, Jr., 
Sydney S. Traum, Michael E. Breslin, Mark Krasner, Gerald Donnini, 
and Jonathan Taylor; for the American Catalog Mailers Association by 
Edward J. Bernert and Thomas D. Warren; for the American Legislative 
Exchange Council by Jonathan P. Hauenschild; for Americans for Tax 
Reform by Clark R. Calhoun; for America's Collectibles Network, Inc., 
by Charles A. Trost and Charles A. Wagner III; for the Cato Institute by 
Ilya Shapiro; for Colony Brands, Inc., by Warren L. Dean, Jr., Kathleen 
E. Kraft, Jeffrey R. Surlas, and James M. Burger; for the Competitive 
Enterprise Institute by Erik S. Jaffe and Sam Kazman; for the Com-
puter & Communications Industry Association by Matt Schruers and Ali 
Sternburg; for eBay, Inc., et al. by Andrew J. Pincus, Leah S. Robinson, 
and Amy F. Nogid; for Etsy, Inc., by Kevin P. Martin, William M. Jay, 
and Andrew Kim; for the National Auctioneers Association et al. by Jona-
than M. Dunitz and Brian T. Marshall; for the National Taxpayers Union 
Foundation et al. by Paul D. Clement, Erin E. Murphy, and Matthew D. 
Rowen; for the Online Merchants Guild by Paul S. Rafelson; for the 
United Network Equipment Dealers Association et al. by Jonathan Band; 
for Washington State Tax Practitioners by Dirk Giseburt; for Chris Cox 
et al. by Carl Szabo; for Bob Goodlatte et al. by David Salmons and Bryan 
Killian; and for Sen. Ted Cruz et al. by Gene C. Schaerr. 

Briefs of amici curiae were fled for Flipper LLC by Melanie L. Ox-
horn; for the National Association of Certifed Service Providers et al. by 
Ruthanne M. Deutsch and Hyland Hunt; for the National Congress of 
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the Court to determine when an out-of-state seller can be 
required to collect and remit that tax. All concede that tax-
ing the sales in question here is lawful. The question is 
whether the out-of-state seller can be held responsible for its 
payment, and this turns on a proper interpretation of the 
Commerce Clause, U. S. Const., Art. I, § 8, cl. 3. 

In two earlier cases the Court held that an out-of-state 
seller's liability to collect and remit the tax to the consumer's 
State depended on whether the seller had a physical pres-
ence in that State, but that mere shipment of goods into the 
consumer's State, following an order from a catalog, did not 
satisfy the physical presence requirement. National Bellas 
Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue of Ill., 386 U. S. 753 
(1967); Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U. S. 298 (1992). 
The Court granted certiorari here to reconsider the scope 
and validity of the physical presence rule mandated by 
those cases. 

I 

Like most States, South Dakota has a sales tax. It taxes 
the retail sales of goods and services in the State. S. D. 
Codifed Laws §§ 10–45–2, 10–45–4 (2010 and Supp. 2017). 
Sellers are generally required to collect and remit this tax 
to the Department of Revenue. § 10–45–27.3. If for some 
reason the sales tax is not remitted by the seller, then in-
state consumers are separately responsible for paying a use 
tax at the same rate. See §§ 10–46–2, 10–46–4, 10–46–6. 
Many States employ this kind of complementary sales and 
use tax regime. 

Under this Court's decisions in Bellas Hess and Quill, 
South Dakota may not require a business to collect its sales 
tax if the business lacks a physical presence in the State. 

American Indians et al. by Sam Hirsch, Ian Heath Gershengorn, Thomas-
ina Real Bird, and Eric Antoine; for Tax Executives Institute, Inc., by 
A. Pilar Mata, W. Patrick Evans, and Eli J. Dicker; for John S. Baker, 
Jr., by Mr. Baker, pro se; and for David A. Fruchtman by Mr. Fruchtman, 
pro se. 
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Without that physical presence, South Dakota instead must 
rely on its residents to pay the use tax owed on their pur-
chases from out-of-state sellers. “[T]he impracticability of 
[this] collection from the multitude of individual purchasers 
is obvious.” National Geographic Soc. v. California Bd. of 
Equalization, 430 U. S. 551, 555 (1977). And consumer com-
pliance rates are notoriously low. See, e. g., GAO, Report to 
Congressional Requesters: Sales Taxes, States Could Gain 
Revenue from Expanded Authority, but Businesses Are 
Likely to Experience Compliance Costs 5 (GAO–18–114, Nov. 
2017) (Sales Taxes Report); California State Bd. of Equaliza-
tion, Revenue Estimate: Electronic Commerce and Mail 
Order Sales 7 (2013) (Table 3) (estimating a 4 percent collec-
tion rate). It is estimated that Bellas Hess and Quill cause 
the States to lose between $8 and $33 billion every year. 
See Sales Taxes Report, at 11–12 (estimating $8 to $13 bil-
lion); Brief for Petitioner 34–35 (citing estimates of $23 and 
$33.9 billion). In South Dakota alone, the Department of 
Revenue estimates revenue loss at $48 to $58 million annu-
ally. App. 24. Particularly because South Dakota has no 
state income tax, it must put substantial reliance on its sales 
and use taxes for the revenue necessary to fund essential 
services. Those taxes account for over 60 percent of its gen-
eral fund. 

In 2016, South Dakota confronted the serious inequity 
Quill imposes by enacting S. 106—“An Act to provide for 
the collection of sales taxes from certain remote sellers, to 
establish certain Legislative fndings, and to declare an 
emergency.” S. 106, 2016 Leg. Assembly, 91st Sess. (S. D. 
2016) (S. B. 106). The legislature found that the inability to 
collect sales tax from remote sellers was “seriously eroding 
the sales tax base” and “causing revenue losses and immi-
nent harm . . . through the loss of critical funding for state 
and local services.” § 8(1). The legislature also declared an 
emergency: “Whereas, this Act is necessary for the support 
of the state government and its existing public institutions, 
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an emergency is hereby declared to exist.” § 9. Fearing 
further erosion of the tax base, the legislature expressed 
its intention to “apply South Dakota's sales and use tax 
obligations to the limit of federal and state constitutional 
doctrines” and noted the urgent need for this Court to recon-
sider its precedents. §§ 8(11), (8). 

To that end, the Act requires out-of-state sellers to collect 
and remit sales tax “as if the seller had a physical presence 
in the state.” § 1. The Act applies only to sellers that, on 
an annual basis, deliver more than $100,000 of goods or serv-
ices into the State or engage in 200 or more separate transac-
tions for the delivery of goods or services into the State. 
Ibid. The Act also forecloses the retroactive application of 
this requirement and provides means for the Act to be appro-
priately stayed until the constitutionality of the law has been 
clearly established. §§ 5, 3, 8(10). 

Respondents Wayfair, Inc., Overstock.com, Inc., and New-
egg, Inc., are merchants with no employees or real estate in 
South Dakota. Wayfair, Inc., is a leading online retailer of 
home goods and furniture and had net revenues of over $4.7 
billion last year. Overstock.com, Inc., is one of the top on-
line retailers in the United States, selling a wide variety of 
products from home goods and furniture to clothing and jew-
elry; and it had net revenues of over $1.7 billion last year. 
Newegg, Inc., is a major online retailer of consumer electron-
ics in the United States. Each of these three companies 
ships its goods directly to purchasers throughout the United 
States, including South Dakota. Each easily meets the min-
imum sales or transactions requirement of the Act, but none 
collects South Dakota sales tax. 2017 S. D. 56, ¶¶ 10–11, 
901 N. W. 2d 754, 759–760. 

Pursuant to the Act's provisions for expeditious judicial 
review, South Dakota fled a declaratory judgment action 
against respondents in state court, seeking a declaration that 
the requirements of the Act are valid and applicable to re-
spondents and an injunction requiring respondents to regis-
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ter for licenses to collect and remit sales tax. App. 11, 30. 
Respondents moved for summary judgment, arguing that 
the Act is unconstitutional. 901 N. W. 2d, at 759–760. 
South Dakota conceded that the Act cannot survive under 
Bellas Hess and Quill but asserted the importance, indeed 
the necessity, of asking this Court to review those earlier 
decisions in light of current economic realities. 901 N. W. 2d, 
at 760; see also S. B. 106, § 8. The trial court granted sum-
mary judgment to respondents. App. to Pet. for Cert. 17a. 

The South Dakota Supreme Court affrmed. It stated: 
“However persuasive the State's arguments on the merits of 
revisiting the issue, Quill has not been overruled [and] re-
mains the controlling precedent on the issue of Commerce 
Clause limitations on interstate collection of sales and use 
taxes.” 901 N. W. 2d, at 761. This Court granted certio-
rari. 583 U. S. ––– (2018). 

II 

The Constitution grants Congress the power “[t]o regulate 
Commerce . . . among the several States.” Art. I, § 8, cl. 3. 
The Commerce Clause “refect[s] a central concern of the 
Framers that was an immediate reason for calling the Con-
stitutional Convention: the conviction that in order to suc-
ceed, the new Union would have to avoid the tendencies to-
ward economic Balkanization that had plagued relations 
among the Colonies and later among the States under the 
Articles of Confederation.” Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441 U. S. 
322, 325–326 (1979). Although the Commerce Clause is 
written as an affrmative grant of authority to Congress, this 
Court has long held that in some instances it imposes limita-
tions on the States absent congressional action. Of course, 
when Congress exercises its power to regulate commerce by 
enacting legislation, the legislation controls. Southern Pa-
cifc Co. v. Arizona ex rel. Sullivan, 325 U. S. 761, 769 (1945). 
But this Court has observed that “in general Congress has 
left it to the courts to formulate the rules” to preserve “the 
free fow of interstate commerce.” Id., at 770. 
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To understand the issue presented in this case, it is in-
structive frst to survey the general development of this 
Court's Commerce Clause principles and then to review the 
application of those principles to state taxes. 

A 

From early in its history, a central function of this Court 
has been to adjudicate disputes that require interpretation 
of the Commerce Clause in order to determine its meaning, 
its reach, and the extent to which it limits state regulations 
of commerce. Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1 (1824), began 
setting the course by defning the meaning of commerce. 
Chief Justice Marshall explained that commerce included 
both “the interchange of commodities” and “commercial in-
tercourse.” Id., at 189, 193. A concurring opinion further 
stated that Congress had the exclusive power to regulate 
commerce. See id., at 236 (opinion of Johnson, J.). Had 
that latter submission prevailed and States been denied the 
power of concurrent regulation, history might have seen 
sweeping federal regulations at an early date that foreclosed 
the States from experimentation with laws and policies of 
their own, or, on the other hand, proposals to reexamine Gib-
bons' broad defnition of commerce to accommodate the 
necessity of allowing States the power to enact laws to im-
plement the political will of their people. 

Just fve years after Gibbons, however, in another opinion 
by Chief Justice Marshall, the Court sustained what in sub-
stance was a state regulation of interstate commerce. In 
Willson v. Black Bird Creek Marsh Co., 2 Pet. 245 (1829), 
the Court allowed a State to dam and bank a stream that 
was part of an interstate water system, an action that likely 
would have been an impermissible intrusion on the national 
power over commerce had it been the rule that only Con-
gress could regulate in that sphere. See id., at 252. Thus, 
by implication at least, the Court indicated that the power 
to regulate commerce in some circumstances was held by 
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the States and Congress concurrently. And so both a broad 
interpretation of interstate commerce and the concurrent 
regulatory power of the States can be traced to Gibbons 
and Willson. 

Over the next few decades, the Court refned the doctrine 
to accommodate the necessary balance between state and 
federal power. In Cooley v. Board of Wardens of Port of 
Philadelphia ex rel. Soc. for Relief of Distressed Pilots, 12 
How. 299 (1852), the Court addressed local laws regulating 
river pilots who operated in interstate waters and guided 
many ships on interstate or foreign voyages. The Court 
held that, while Congress surely could regulate on this sub-
ject had it chosen to act, the State, too, could regulate. The 
Court distinguished between those subjects that by their na-
ture “imperatively deman[d] a single uniform rule, operating 
equally on the commerce of the United States,” and those 
that “deman[d] th[e] diversity, which alone can meet . . . local 
necessities.” Id., at 319. Though considerable uncertain-
ties were yet to be overcome, these precedents still laid the 
groundwork for the analytical framework that now prevails 
for Commerce Clause cases. 

This Court's doctrine has developed further with time. 
Modern precedents rest upon two primary principles that 
mark the boundaries of a State's authority to regulate inter-
state commerce. First, state regulations may not discrimi-
nate against interstate commerce; and second, States may 
not impose undue burdens on interstate commerce. State 
laws that discriminate against interstate commerce face “a 
virtually per se rule of invalidity.” Granholm v. Heald, 544 
U. S. 460, 476 (2005) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
State laws that “regulat[e] even-handedly to effectuate a le-
gitimate local public interest . . . will be upheld unless the 
burden imposed on such commerce is clearly excessive in re-
lation to the putative local benefts.” Pike v. Bruce Church, 
Inc., 397 U. S. 137, 142 (1970); see also Southern Pacifc, 
supra, at 779. Although subject to exceptions and varia-
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tions, see, e. g., Hughes v. Alexandria Scrap Corp., 426 U. S. 
794 (1976); Brown-Forman Distillers Corp. v. New York 
State Liquor Authority, 476 U. S. 573 (1986), these two prin-
ciples guide the courts in adjudicating cases challenging 
state laws under the Commerce Clause. 

B 

These principles also animate the Court's Commerce 
Clause precedents addressing the validity of state taxes. 
The Court explained the now-accepted framework for state 
taxation in Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady, 430 U. S. 
274 (1977). The Court held that a State “may tax exclu-
sively interstate commerce so long as the tax does not create 
any effect forbidden by the Commerce Clause.” Id., at 285. 
After all, “interstate commerce may be required to pay its 
fair share of state taxes.” D. H. Holmes Co. v. McNamara, 
486 U. S. 24, 31 (1988). The Court will sustain a tax so long 
as it (1) applies to an activity with a substantial nexus with 
the taxing State, (2) is fairly apportioned, (3) does not dis-
criminate against interstate commerce, and (4) is fairly re-
lated to the services the State provides. See Complete 
Auto, supra, at 279. 

Before Complete Auto, the Court had addressed a chal-
lenge to an Illinois tax that required out-of-state retailers 
to collect and remit taxes on sales made to consumers who 
purchased goods for use within Illinois. Bellas Hess, 386 
U. S., at 754–755. The Court held that a mail-order com-
pany “whose only connection with customers in the State is 
by common carrier or the United States mail” lacked the 
requisite minimum contacts with the State required by both 
the Due Process Clause and the Commerce Clause. Id., at 
758. Unless the retailer maintained a physical presence 
such as “retail outlets, solicitors, or property within a State,” 
the State lacked the power to require that retailer to collect 
a local use tax. Ibid. The dissent disagreed: “There should 
be no doubt that this large-scale, systematic, continuous so-
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licitation and exploitation of the Illinois consumer market is 
a suffcient `nexus' to require Bellas Hess to collect from Illi-
nois customers and to remit the use tax.” Id., at 761–762 
(opinion of Fortas, J., joined by Black and Douglas, JJ.). 

In 1992, the Court reexamined the physical presence rule 
in Quill. That case presented a challenge to North Dakota's 
“attempt to require an out-of-state mail-order house that has 
neither outlets nor sales representatives in the State to col-
lect and pay a use tax on goods purchased for use within the 
State.” 504 U. S., at 301. Despite the fact that Bellas Hess 
linked due process and the Commerce Clause together, the 
Court in Quill overruled the due process holding, but not 
the Commerce Clause holding; and it thus reaffrmed the 
physical presence rule. 504 U. S., at 307–308, 317–318. 

The Court in Quill recognized that intervening prece-
dents, specifcally Complete Auto, “might not dictate the 
same result were the issue to arise for the frst time today.” 
504 U. S., at 311. But, nevertheless, the Quill majority con-
cluded that the physical presence rule was necessary to pre-
vent undue burdens on interstate commerce. Id., at 313, 
and n. 6. It grounded the physical presence rule in Com-
plete Auto's requirement that a tax have a “ ̀ substantial 
nexus' ” with the activity being taxed. 504 U. S., at 311. 

Three Justices based their decision to uphold the physical 
presence rule on stare decisis alone. Id., at 320 (Scalia, J., 
joined by Kennedy and Thomas, JJ., concurring in part and 
concurring in judgment). Dissenting in relevant part, Jus-
tice White argued that “there is no relationship between the 
physical-presence/nexus rule the Court retains and Com-
merce Clause considerations that allegedly justify it.” Id., 
at 327 (opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part). 

III 

The physical presence rule has “been the target of criti-
cism over many years from many quarters.” Direct Mar-
keting Assn. v. Brohl, 814 F. 3d 1129, 1148, 1150–1151 (CA10 
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2016) (Gorsuch, J., concurring). Quill, it has been said, was 
“premised on assumptions that are unfounded” and “riddled 
with internal inconsistencies.” Rothfeld, Quill: Confusing 
the Commerce Clause, 56 Tax Notes 487, 488 (1992). Quill 
created an ineffcient “online sales tax loophole” that gives 
out-of-state businesses an advantage. A. Laffer & D. Ar-
duin, Pro-Growth Tax Reform and E-Fairness 1, 4 (July 
2013). And “while nexus rules are clearly necessary,” the 
Court “should focus on rules that are appropriate to the 
twenty-frst century, not the nineteenth.” Hellerstein, De-
constructing the Debate Over State Taxation of Electronic 
Commerce, 13 Harv. J. L. & Tech. 549, 553 (2000). Each 
year, the physical presence rule becomes further removed 
from economic reality and results in signifcant revenue 
losses to the States. These critiques underscore that the 
physical presence rule, both as frst formulated and as ap-
plied today, is an incorrect interpretation of the Commerce 
Clause. 

A 

Quill is fawed on its own terms. First, the physical pres-
ence rule is not a necessary interpretation of the require-
ment that a state tax must be “applied to an activity with a 
substantial nexus with the taxing State.” Complete Auto, 
430 U. S., at 279. Second, Quill creates rather than resolves 
market distortions. And third, Quill imposes the sort of 
arbitrary, formalistic distinction that the Court's modern 
Commerce Clause precedents disavow. 

1 

All agree that South Dakota has the authority to tax these 
transactions. S. B. 106 applies to sales of “tangible personal 
property, products transferred electronically, or services for 
delivery into South Dakota.” § 1 (emphasis added). “It 
has long been settled” that the sale of goods or services “has 
a suffcient nexus to the State in which the sale is consum-
mated to be treated as a local transaction taxable by that 
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State.” Oklahoma Tax Comm'n v. Jefferson Lines, Inc., 
514 U. S. 175, 184 (1995); see also 2 C. Trost & P. Hartman, 
Federal Limitations on State and Local Taxation 2d § 11:1, 
p. 471 (2003) (“Generally speaking, a sale is attributable to 
its destination”). 

The central dispute is whether South Dakota may require 
remote sellers to collect and remit the tax without some ad-
ditional connection to the State. The Court has previously 
stated that “[t]he imposition on the seller of the duty to in-
sure collection of the tax from the purchaser does not violate 
the [C]ommerce [C]lause.” McGoldrick v. Berwind-White 
Coal Mining Co., 309 U. S. 33, 50, n. 9 (1940). It is a “ ̀ famil-
iar and sanctioned device.' ” Scripto, Inc. v. Carson, 362 
U. S. 207, 212 (1960). There just must be “a substantial 
nexus with the taxing State.” Complete Auto, supra, at 
279. 

This nexus requirement is “closely related,” Bellas Hess, 
386 U. S., at 756, to the due process requirement that there 
be “some defnite link, some minimum connection, between a 
state and the person, property or transaction it seeks to tax,” 
Miller Brothers Co. v. Maryland, 347 U. S. 340, 344–345 
(1954). It is settled law that a business need not have a 
physical presence in a State to satisfy the demands of due 
process. Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U. S. 462, 476 
(1985). Although physical presence “ ̀ frequently will en-
hance' ” a business' connection with a State, “ ̀ it is an ines-
capable fact of modern commercial life that a substantial 
amount of business is transacted . . . [with no] need for physi-
cal presence within a State in which business is conducted.' ” 
Quill, 504 U. S., at 308. Quill itself recognized that “[t]he 
requirements of due process are met irrespective of a corpo-
ration's lack of physical presence in the taxing State.” Ibid. 

When considering whether a State may levy a tax, Due 
Process and Commerce Clause standards may not be identi-
cal or coterminous, but there are signifcant parallels. The 
reasons given in Quill for rejecting the physical presence 
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rule for due process purposes apply as well to the question 
whether physical presence is a requisite for an out-of-state 
seller's liability to remit sales taxes. Physical presence is 
not necessary to create a substantial nexus. 

The Quill majority expressed concern that without the 
physical presence rule “a state tax might unduly burden in-
terstate commerce” by subjecting retailers to tax-collection 
obligations in thousands of different taxing jurisdictions. 
Id., at 313, n. 6. But the administrative costs of compliance, 
especially in the modern economy with its Internet technol-
ogy, are largely unrelated to whether a company happens to 
have a physical presence in a State. For example, a busi-
ness with one salesperson in each State must collect sales 
taxes in every jurisdiction in which goods are delivered; but 
a business with 500 salespersons in one central location and 
a website accessible in every State need not collect sales 
taxes on otherwise identical nationwide sales. In other 
words, under Quill, a small company with diverse physical 
presence might be equally or more burdened by compliance 
costs than a large remote seller. The physical presence rule 
is a poor proxy for the compliance costs faced by companies 
that do business in multiple States. Other aspects of the 
Court's doctrine can better and more accurately address any 
potential burdens on interstate commerce, whether or not 
Quill's physical presence rule is satisfed. 

2 

The Court has consistently explained that the Commerce 
Clause was designed to prevent States from engaging in eco-
nomic discrimination so they would not divide into isolated, 
separable units. See Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 437 U. S. 
617, 623 (1978). But it is “not the purpose of the [C]om-
merce [C]lause to relieve those engaged in interstate com-
merce from their just share of state tax burden.” Complete 
Auto, supra, at 288 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
And it is certainly not the purpose of the Commerce Clause 
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to permit the Judiciary to create market distortions. “If the 
Commerce Clause was intended to put businesses on an even 
playing feld, the [physical presence] rule is hardly a way to 
achieve that goal.” Quill, supra, at 329 (opinion of White, J.). 

Quill puts both local businesses and many interstate busi-
nesses with physical presence at a competitive disadvantage 
relative to remote sellers. Remote sellers can avoid the reg-
ulatory burdens of tax collection and can offer de facto lower 
prices caused by the widespread failure of consumers to pay 
the tax on their own. This “guarantees a competitive bene-
ft to certain frms simply because of the organizational form 
they choose” while the rest of the Court's jurisprudence “is 
all about preventing discrimination between frms.” Direct 
Marketing, 814 F. 3d, at 1150–1151 (Gorsuch, J., concurring). 
In effect, Quill has come to serve as a judicially created tax 
shelter for businesses that decide to limit their physical 
presence and still sell their goods and services to a State's 
consumers—something that has become easier and more 
prevalent as technology has advanced. 

Worse still, the rule produces an incentive to avoid physi-
cal presence in multiple States. Distortions caused by the 
desire of businesses to avoid tax collection mean that the 
market may currently lack storefronts, distribution points, 
and employment centers that otherwise would be effcient or 
desirable. The Commerce Clause must not prefer interstate 
commerce only to the point where a merchant physically 
crosses state borders. Rejecting the physical presence rule 
is necessary to ensure that artifcial competitive advantages 
are not created by this Court's precedents. This Court 
should not prevent States from collecting lawful taxes 
through a physical presence rule that can be satisfed only if 
there is an employee or a building in the State. 

3 

The Court's Commerce Clause jurisprudence has “es-
chewed formalism for a sensitive, case-by-case analysis of 
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purposes and effects.” West Lynn Creamery, Inc. v. Healy, 
512 U. S. 186, 201 (1994). Quill, in contrast, treats economi-
cally identical actors differently, and for arbitrary reasons. 

Consider, for example, two businesses that sell furniture 
online. The frst stocks a few items of inventory in a small 
warehouse in North Sioux City, South Dakota. The second 
uses a major warehouse just across the border in South 
Sioux City, Nebraska, and maintains a sophisticated website 
with a virtual showroom accessible in every State, including 
South Dakota. By reason of its physical presence, the frst 
business must collect and remit a tax on all of its sales to 
customers from South Dakota, even those sales that have 
nothing to do with the warehouse. See National Geo-
graphic, 430 U. S., at 561; Scripto, Inc., 362 U. S., at 211–212. 
But, under Quill, the second, hypothetical seller cannot be 
subject to the same tax for the sales of the same items made 
through a pervasive Internet presence. This distinction 
simply makes no sense. So long as a state law avoids “any 
effect forbidden by the Commerce Clause,” Complete Auto, 
430 U. S., at 285, courts should not rely on anachronistic for-
malisms to invalidate it. The basic principles of the Court's 
Commerce Clause jurisprudence are grounded in functional, 
marketplace dynamics; and States can and should consider 
those realities in enacting and enforcing their tax laws. 

B 

The Quill Court itself acknowledged that the physical 
presence rule is “artifcial at its edges.” 504 U. S., at 315. 
That was an understatement when Quill was decided; and 
when the day-to-day functions of marketing and distribution 
in the modern economy are considered, it is all the more 
evident that the physical presence rule is artifcial in its 
entirety. 

Modern e-commerce does not align analytically with a test 
that relies on the sort of physical presence defned in Quill. 
In a footnote, Quill rejected the argument that “title to `a 
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few foppy diskettes' present in a State” was suffcient to 
constitute a “substantial nexus,” id., at 315, n. 8. But it is 
not clear why a single employee or a single warehouse should 
create a substantial nexus while “physical” aspects of perva-
sive modern technology should not. For example, a com-
pany with a website accessible in South Dakota may be said 
to have a physical presence in the State via the customers' 
computers. A website may leave cookies saved to the cus-
tomers' hard drives, or customers may download the com-
pany's app onto their phones. Or a company may lease data 
storage that is permanently, or even occasionally, located in 
South Dakota. Cf. United States v. Microsoft Corp., 584 
U. S. ––– (2018) (per curiam). What may have seemed like 
a “clear,” “bright-line tes[t]” when Quill was written now 
threatens to compound the arbitrary consequences that 
should have been apparent from the outset. 504 U. S., at 315. 

The “dramatic technological and social changes” of our “in-
creasingly interconnected economy” mean that buyers are 
“closer to most major retailers” than ever before—“regard-
less of how close or far the nearest storefront.” Direct Mar-
keting Assn. v. Brohl, 575 U. S. –––, –––, ––– (2015) (Ken-
nedy, J., concurring). Between targeted advertising and 
instant access to most consumers via any internet-enabled 
device, “a business may be present in a State in a meaningful 
way without” that presence “being physical in the traditional 
sense of the term.” Id., at –––. A virtual showroom can 
show far more inventory, in far more detail, and with greater 
opportunities for consumer and seller interaction than might 
be possible for local stores. Yet the continuous and perva-
sive virtual presence of retailers today is, under Quill, sim-
ply irrelevant. This Court should not maintain a rule that 
ignores these substantial virtual connections to the State. 

C 

The physical presence rule as defned and enforced in Bel-
las Hess and Quill is not just a technical legal problem—it 
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is an extraordinary imposition by the Judiciary on States' 
authority to collect taxes and perform critical public func-
tions. Forty-one States, two Territories, and the District of 
Columbia now ask this Court to reject the test formulated 
in Quill. See Brief for Colorado et al. as Amici Curiae. 
Quill's physical presence rule intrudes on States' reasonable 
choices in enacting their tax systems. And that it allows 
remote sellers to escape an obligation to remit a lawful state 
tax is unfair and unjust. It is unfair and unjust to those 
competitors, both local and out of State, who must remit the 
tax; to the consumers who pay the tax; and to the States 
that seek fair enforcement of the sales tax, a tax many States 
for many years have considered an indispensable source for 
raising revenue. 

In essence, respondents ask this Court to retain a rule that 
allows their customers to escape payment of sales taxes— 
taxes that are essential to create and secure the active mar-
ket they supply with goods and services. An example may 
suffce. Wayfair offers to sell a vast selection of furnishings. 
Its advertising seeks to create an image of beautiful, peace-
ful homes, but it also says that “ ̀ [o]ne of the best things 
about buying through Wayfair is that we do not have to 
charge sales tax.' ” Brief for Petitioner 55. What Wayfair 
ignores in its subtle offer to assist in tax evasion is that cre-
ating a dream home assumes solvent state and local govern-
ments. State taxes fund the police and fre departments 
that protect the homes containing their customers' furniture 
and ensure goods are safely delivered; maintain the public 
roads and municipal services that allow communication with 
and access to customers; support the “sound local banking 
institutions to support credit transactions [and] courts to en-
sure collection of the purchase price,” Quill, 504 U. S., at 328 
(opinion of White, J.); and help create the “climate of con-
sumer confdence” that facilitates sales, see ibid. According 
to respondents, it is unfair to stymie their tax-free solicita-
tion of customers. But there is nothing unfair about requir-
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ing companies that avail themselves of the States' benefts 
to bear an equal share of the burden of tax collection. Fair-
ness dictates quite the opposite result. Helping respond-
ents' customers evade a lawful tax unfairly shifts to those 
consumers who buy from their competitors with a physical 
presence that satisfes Quill—even one warehouse or one 
salesperson—an increased share of the taxes. It is essential 
to public confdence in the tax system that the Court avoid 
creating inequitable exceptions. This is also essential to the 
confdence placed in this Court's Commerce Clause decisions. 
Yet the physical presence rule undermines that necessary 
confdence by giving some online retailers an arbitrary ad-
vantage over their competitors who collect state sales taxes. 

In the name of federalism and free markets, Quill does 
harm to both. The physical presence rule it defnes has 
limited States' ability to seek long-term prosperity and has 
prevented market participants from competing on an even 
playing feld. 

IV 

“Although we approach the reconsideration of our deci-
sions with the utmost caution, stare decisis is not an inexora-
ble command.” Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U. S. 223, 233 
(2009) (quoting State Oil Co. v. Khan, 522 U. S. 3, 20 (1997); 
alterations and internal quotation marks omitted). Here, 
stare decisis can no longer support the Court's prohibition of 
a valid exercise of the States' sovereign power. 

If it becomes apparent that the Court's Commerce Clause 
decisions prohibit the States from exercising their lawful 
sovereign powers in our federal system, the Court should be 
vigilant in correcting the error. While it can be conceded 
that Congress has the authority to change the physical pres-
ence rule, Congress cannot change the constitutional default 
rule. It is inconsistent with the Court's proper role to ask 
Congress to address a false constitutional premise of this 
Court's own creation. Courts have acted as the front line 
of review in this limited sphere; and hence it is important 
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that their principles be accurate and logical, whether or not 
Congress can or will act in response. It is currently the 
Court, and not Congress, that is limiting the lawful preroga-
tives of the States. 

Further, the real world implementation of Commerce 
Clause doctrines now makes it manifest that the physical 
presence rule as defned by Quill must give way to the “far-
reaching systemic and structural changes in the economy” 
and “many other societal dimensions” caused by the Cyber 
Age. Direct Marketing, 575 U. S., at ––– (Kennedy, J., 
concurring). Though Quill was wrong on its own terms 
when it was decided in 1992, since then the Internet revolu-
tion has made its earlier error all the more egregious and 
harmful. 

The Quill Court did not have before it the present realities 
of the interstate marketplace. In 1992, less than 2 percent 
of Americans had Internet access. See Brief for Retail Liti-
gation Center, Inc., et al. as Amici Curiae 11, and n. 10. 
Today that number is about 89 percent. Ibid., and n. 11. 
When it decided Quill, the Court could not have envisioned a 
world in which the world's largest retailer would be a remote 
seller, S. Li, Amazon Overtakes Wal-Mart as Biggest Re-
tailer, L. A. Times, July 24, 2015, http://www.latimes.com/ 
business/ la-fi-amazon-walmart-20150724-story.html (all In-
ternet materials as last visited June 18, 2018). 

The Internet's prevalence and power have changed the dy-
namics of the national economy. In 1992, mail-order sales in 
the United States totaled $180 billion. 504 U. S., at 329 
(opinion of White, J.). Last year, e-commerce retail sales 
alone were estimated at $453.5 billion. Dept. of Commerce, 
U. S. Census Bureau News, Quarterly Retail E-Commerce 
Sales: 4th Quarter 2017 (CB18–21, Feb. 16, 2018). Combined 
with traditional remote sellers, the total exceeds half a tril-
lion dollars. Sales Taxes Report, at 9. Since the Depart-
ment of Commerce frst began tracking e-commerce sales, 
those sales have increased tenfold from 0.8 percent to 8.9 
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percent of total retail sales in the United States. Compare 
Dept. of Commerce, U. S. Census Bureau, Retail E-Commerce 
Sales in Fourth Quarter 2000 (CB01–28, Feb. 16, 2001), 
https://www.census.gov/mrts/www/data/pdf/00Q4.pdf, with 
U. S. Census Bureau News, Quarterly Retail E-Commerce 
Sales: 4th Quarter 2017. And it is likely that this percent-
age will increase. Last year, e-commerce grew at four times 
the rate of traditional retail, and it shows no sign of any 
slower pace. See ibid. 

This expansion has also increased the revenue shortfall 
faced by States seeking to collect their sales and use taxes. 
In 1992, it was estimated that the States were losing be-
tween $694 million and $3 billion per year in sales tax reve-
nues as a result of the physical presence rule. Brief for Law 
Professors et al. as Amici Curiae 11, n. 7. Now estimates 
range from $8 to $33 billion. Sales Taxes Report, at 11–12; 
Brief for Petitioner 34–35. The South Dakota Legislature 
has declared an emergency, S. B. 106, § 9, which again demon-
strates urgency of overturning the physical presence rule. 

The argument, moreover, that the physical presence rule 
is clear and easy to apply is unsound. Attempts to apply 
the physical presence rule to online retail sales are proving 
unworkable. States are already confronting the complexi-
ties of defning physical presence in the Cyber Age. For 
example, Massachusetts proposed a regulation that would 
have defned physical presence to include making apps avail-
able to be downloaded by in-state residents and placing cook-
ies on in-state residents' web browsers. See 830 Code Mass. 
Regs. 64H.1.7 (2017). Ohio recently adopted a similar stand-
ard. See Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 5741.01(I)(2)(i) (Lexis Supp. 
2018). Some States have enacted so-called “click through” 
nexus statutes, which defne nexus to include out-of-state 
sellers that contract with in-state residents who refer cus-
tomers for compensation. See e. g., N. Y. Tax Law Ann. 
§ 1101(b)(8)(vi) (West 2017); Brief for Tax Foundation as 
Amicus Curiae 20–22 (listing 21 States with similar stat-
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utes). Others still, like Colorado, have imposed notice and 
reporting requirements on out-of-state retailers that fall just 
short of actually collecting and remitting the tax. See Di-
rect Marketing, 814 F. 3d, at 1133 (discussing Colo. Rev. Stat. 
§ 39–21–112(3.5)); Brief for Tax Foundation 24–26 (listing 
nine States with similar statutes). Statutes of this sort are 
likely to embroil courts in technical and arbitrary disputes 
about what counts as physical presence. 

Reliance interests are a legitimate consideration when the 
Court weighs adherence to an earlier but fawed precedent. 
See Kimble v. Marvel Entertainment, LLC, 576 U. S. 
–––, ––– – ––– (2015). But even on its own terms, the physi-
cal presence rule as defned by Quill is no longer a clear or 
easily applicable standard, so arguments for reliance based 
on its clarity are misplaced. And, importantly, stare deci-
sis accommodates only “legitimate reliance interest[s].” 
United States v. Ross, 456 U. S. 798, 824 (1982). Here, the 
tax distortion created by Quill exists in large part because 
consumers regularly fail to comply with lawful use taxes. 
Some remote retailers go so far as to advertise sales as tax 
free. See S. B. 106, § 8(3); see also Brief for Petitioner 55. 
A business “is in no position to found a constitutional right 
on the practical opportunities for tax avoidance.” Nelson v. 
Sears, Roebuck & Co., 312 U. S. 359, 366 (1941). 

Respondents argue that “the physical presence rule has 
permitted start-ups and small businesses to use the Internet 
as a means to grow their companies and access a national 
market, without exposing them to the daunting complexity 
and business-development obstacles of nationwide sales tax 
collection.” Brief for Respondents 29. These burdens may 
pose legitimate concerns in some instances, particularly for 
small businesses that make a small volume of sales to cus-
tomers in many States. State taxes differ, not only in the 
rate imposed but also in the categories of goods that are 
taxed and, sometimes, the relevant date of purchase. Even-
tually, software that is available at a reasonable cost may 
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make it easier for small businesses to cope with these prob-
lems. Indeed, as the physical presence rule no longer con-
trols, those systems may well become available in a short 
period of time, either from private providers or from state 
taxing agencies themselves. And in all events, Congress 
may legislate to address these problems if it deems it neces-
sary and ft to do so. 

In this case, however, South Dakota affords small mer-
chants a reasonable degree of protection. The law at issue 
requires a merchant to collect the tax only if it does a consid-
erable amount of business in the State; the law is not retroac-
tive; and South Dakota is a party to the Streamlined Sales 
and Use Tax Agreement, see infra at 23. 

Finally, other aspects of the Court's Commerce Clause doc-
trine can protect against any undue burden on interstate 
commerce, taking into consideration the small businesses, 
startups, or others who engage in commerce across state 
lines. For example, the United States argues that tax-
collection requirements should be analyzed under the balanc-
ing framework of Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc., 397 U. S. 137. 
Others have argued that retroactive liability risks a double 
tax burden in violation of the Court's apportionment juris-
prudence because it would make both the buyer and the 
seller legally liable for collecting and remitting the tax on a 
transaction intended to be taxed only once. See Brief for 
Law Professors et al. as Amici Curiae 7, n. 5. Complex 
state tax systems could have the effect of discriminating 
against interstate commerce. Concerns that complex state 
tax systems could be a burden on small business are an-
swered in part by noting that, as discussed below, there are 
various plans already in place to simplify collection; and 
since in-state businesses pay the taxes as well, the risk of 
discrimination against out-of-state sellers is avoided. And, 
if some small businesses with only de minimis contacts seek 
relief from collection systems thought to be a burden, those 
entities may still do so under other theories. These issues 
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are not before the Court in the instant case; but their poten-
tial to arise in some later case cannot justify retaining this 
artifcial, anachronistic rule that deprives States of vast rev-
enues from major businesses. 

For these reasons, the Court concludes that the physical 
presence rule of Quill is unsound and incorrect. The 
Court's decisions in Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U. S. 
298 (1992), and National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department 
of Revenue of Ill., 386 U. S. 753 (1967), should be, and now 
are, overruled. 

V 

In the absence of Quill and Bellas Hess, the frst prong of 
the Complete Auto test simply asks whether the tax applies 
to an activity with a substantial nexus with the taxing State. 
430 U. S., at 279. “[S]uch a nexus is established when the 
taxpayer [or collector] `avails itself of the substantial privi-
lege of carrying on business' in that jurisdiction.” Polar 
Tankers, Inc. v. City of Valdez, 557 U. S. 1, 11 (2009). 

Here, the nexus is clearly suffcient based on both the eco-
nomic and virtual contacts respondents have with the State. 
The Act applies only to sellers that deliver more than 
$100,000 of goods or services into South Dakota or engage in 
200 or more separate transactions for the delivery of goods 
and services into the State on an annual basis. S. B. 106, § 1. 
This quantity of business could not have occurred unless the 
seller availed itself of the substantial privilege of carrying 
on business in South Dakota. And respondents are large, 
national companies that undoubtedly maintain an extensive 
virtual presence. Thus, the substantial nexus requirement 
of Complete Auto is satisfed in this case. 

The question remains whether some other principle in the 
Court's Commerce Clause doctrine might invalidate the Act. 
Because the Quill physical presence rule was an obvious 
barrier to the Act's validity, these issues have not yet been 
litigated or briefed, and so the Court need not resolve them 
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here. That said, South Dakota's tax system includes several 
features that appear designed to prevent discrimination 
against or undue burdens upon interstate commerce. First, 
the Act applies a safe harbor to those who transact only lim-
ited business in South Dakota. Second, the Act ensures that 
no obligation to remit the sales tax may be applied retroac-
tively. S. B. 106, § 5. Third, South Dakota is one of more 
than 20 States that have adopted the Streamlined Sales and 
Use Tax Agreement. This system standardizes taxes to re-
duce administrative and compliance costs: It requires a sin-
gle, state level tax administration, uniform defnitions of 
products and services, simplifed tax rate structures, and 
other uniform rules. It also provides sellers access to sales 
tax administration software paid for by the State. Sellers 
who choose to use such software are immune from audit lia-
bility. See App. 26–27. Any remaining claims regarding 
the application of the Commerce Clause in the absence of 
Quill and Bellas Hess may be addressed in the frst instance 
on remand. 

The judgment of the Supreme Court of South Dakota is 
vacated, and the case is remanded for further proceedings 
not inconsistent with this opinion. 

It is so ordered. 

Justice Thomas, concurring. 

Justice Byron White joined the majority opinion in Na-
tional Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue of Ill., 
386 U. S. 753 (1967). Twenty-fve years later, we had the 
opportunity to overrule Bellas Hess in Quill Corp. v. North 
Dakota, 504 U. S. 298 (1992). Only Justice White voted to 
do so. See id., at 322 (opinion concurring in part and dis-
senting in part). I should have joined his opinion. Today, 
I am slightly further removed from Quill than Justice White 
was from Bellas Hess. And like Justice White, a quarter 
century of experience has convinced me that Bellas Hess and 
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Quill “can no longer be rationally justifed.” 504 U. S., at 
333. The same is true for this Court's entire negative Com-
merce Clause jurisprudence. See Comptroller of Treasury 
of Md. v. Wynne, 575 U. S. –––, ––– (2015) (Thomas, J., dis-
senting). Although I adhered to that jurisprudence in 
Quill, it is never too late to “surrende[r] former views to a 
better considered position.” McGrath v. Kristensen, 340 
U. S. 162, 178 (1950) (Jackson, J., concurring). I therefore 
join the Court's opinion. 

Justice Gorsuch, concurring. 

Our dormant commerce cases usually prevent States from 
discriminating between in-state and out-of-state frms. Na-
tional Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue of Ill., 
386 U. S. 753 (1967), and Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 
U. S. 298 (1992), do just the opposite. For years they have 
enforced a judicially created tax break for out-of-state In-
ternet and mail-order frms at the expense of in-state brick-
and-mortar rivals. See ante, at 12–13; Direct Marketing 
Assn. v. Brohl, 814 F. 3d, 1129, 1150 (CA10 2016) (Gorsuch, 
J. concurring). As Justice White recognized 26 years ago, 
judges have no authority to construct a discriminatory “tax 
shelter” like this. Quill, supra, at 329 (opinion concurring 
in part and dissenting in part). The Court is right to correct 
the mistake and I am pleased to join its opinion. 

My agreement with the Court's discussion of the history 
of our dormant commerce clause jurisprudence, however, 
should not be mistaken for agreement with all aspects of 
the doctrine. The Commerce Clause is found in Article I 
and authorizes Congress to regulate interstate commerce. 
Meanwhile our dormant commerce cases suggest Article III 
courts may invalidate state laws that offend no congressional 
statute. Whether and how much of this can be squared with 
the text of the Commerce Clause, justifed by stare decisis, 
or defended as misbranded products of federalism or antidis-
crimination imperatives fowing from Article IV's Privileges 
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and Immunities Clause are questions for another day. See 
Energy & Environment Legal Inst. v. Epel, 793 F. 3d 1169, 
1171 (CA10 2015); Comptroller of Treasury of Md. v. Wynne, 
575 U. S. –––, ––– – ––– (2015) (Scalia, J., dissenting); Camps 
Newfound/Owatonna, Inc. v. Town of Harrison, 520 U. S. 
564, 610–620 (1997) (Thomas, J., dissenting). Today we put 
Bellas Hess and Quill to rest and rightly end the paradox of 
condemning interstate discrimination in the national econ-
omy while promoting it ourselves. 

Chief Justice Roberts, with whom Justice Breyer, 
Justice Sotomayor, and Justice Kagan join, dissenting. 

In National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue 
of Ill., 386 U. S. 753 (1967), this Court held that, under the 
dormant Commerce Clause, a State could not require retail-
ers without a physical presence in that State to collect taxes 
on the sale of goods to its residents. A quarter century 
later, in Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U. S. 298 (1992), 
this Court was invited to overrule Bellas Hess but declined 
to do so. Another quarter century has passed, and another 
State now asks us to abandon the physical-presence rule. I 
would decline that invitation as well. 

I agree that Bellas Hess was wrongly decided, for many 
of the reasons given by the Court. The Court argues in 
favor of overturning that decision because the “Internet's 
prevalence and power have changed the dynamics of the na-
tional economy.” Ante, at 18. But that is the very reason 
I oppose discarding the physical-presence rule. E-commerce 
has grown into a signifcant and vibrant part of our national 
economy against the backdrop of established rules, including 
the physical-presence rule. Any alteration to those rules 
with the potential to disrupt the development of such a criti-
cal segment of the economy should be undertaken by Con-
gress. The Court should not act on this important question 
of current economic policy, solely to expiate a mistake it 
made over 50 years ago. 
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I 

This Court “does not overturn its precedents lightly.” 
Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Community, 572 U. S. 
–––, ––– (2014). Departing from the doctrine of stare decisis 
is an “exceptional action” demanding “special justifcation.” 
Arizona v. Rumsey, 467 U. S. 203, 212 (1984). The bar is 
even higher in felds in which Congress “exercises primary 
authority” and can, if it wishes, override this Court's deci-
sions with contrary legislation. Bay Mills, 572 U. S., at ––– 
(tribal sovereign immunity); see, e. g., Kimble v. Marvel En-
tertainment, LLC, 576 U. S. –––, ––– (2015) (statutory inter-
pretation); Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc., 573 
U. S. –––, ––– (2014) ( judicially created doctrine implement-
ing a judicially created cause of action). In such cases, we 
have said that “the burden borne by the party advocating 
the abandonment of an established precedent” is “greater” 
than usual. Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 491 U. S. 
164, 172 (1989). That is so “even where the error is a matter 
of serious concern, provided correction can be had by legisla-
tion.” Square D Co. v. Niagara Frontier Tariff Bureau, 
Inc., 476 U. S. 409, 424 (1986) (quoting Burnet v. Coronado 
Oil & Gas Co., 285 U. S. 393, 406 (1932) (Brandeis, J., 
dissenting)). 

We have applied this heightened form of stare decisis in 
the dormant Commerce Clause context. Under our dor-
mant Commerce Clause precedents, when Congress has not 
yet legislated on a matter of interstate commerce, it is the 
province of “the courts to formulate the rules.” Southern 
Pacifc Co. v. Arizona ex rel. Sullivan, 325 U. S. 761, 770 
(1945). But because Congress “has plenary power to regu-
late commerce among the States,” Quill, 504 U. S., at 305, it 
may at any time replace such judicial rules with legislation 
of its own, see Prudential Ins. Co. v. Benjamin, 328 U. S. 
408, 424–425 (1946). 

In Quill, this Court emphasized that the decision to hew 
to the physical-presence rule on stare decisis grounds was 
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“made easier by the fact that the underlying issue is not only 
one that Congress may be better qualifed to resolve, but 
also one that Congress has the ultimate power to resolve.” 
504 U. S., at 318 (footnote omitted). Even assuming we had 
gone astray in Bellas Hess, the “very fact” of Congress's su-
perior authority in this realm “g[a]ve us pause and coun-
sel[ed] withholding our hand.” Quill, 504 U. S., at 318 (al-
terations omitted). We postulated that “the better part of 
both wisdom and valor [may be] to respect the judgment of 
the other branches of the Government.” Id., at 319; see id., 
at 320 (Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in judg-
ment) (recognizing that stare decisis has “special force” in 
the dormant Commerce Clause context due to Congress's 
“fnal say over regulation of interstate commerce”). The 
Court thus left it to Congress “to decide whether, when, and 
to what extent the States may burden interstate mail-order 
concerns with a duty to collect use taxes.” Id., at 318 (ma-
jority opinion). 

II 

This is neither the frst, nor the second, but the third time 
this Court has been asked whether a State may obligate sell-
ers with no physical presence within its borders to collect 
tax on sales to residents. Whatever salience the adage 
“third time's a charm” has in daily life, it is a poor guide to 
Supreme Court decisionmaking. If stare decisis applied 
with special force in Quill, it should be an even greater im-
pediment to overruling precedent now, particularly since 
this Court in Quill “tossed [the ball] into Congress's court, 
for acceptance or not as that branch elects.” Kimble, 576 
U. S., at –––; see Quill, 504 U. S., at 318 (“Congress is now 
free to decide” the circumstances in which “the States may 
burden interstate . . . concerns with a duty to collect use 
taxes”). 

Congress has in fact been considering whether to alter the 
rule established in Bellas Hess for some time. See Adden-
dum to Brief for Four United States Senators as Amici Cu-
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riae 1–4 (compiling efforts by Congress between 2001 and 
2017 to pass legislation respecting interstate sales tax collec-
tion); Brief for Rep. Bob Goodlatte et al. as Amici Curiae 
20–23 (Goodlatte Brief) (same). Three bills addressing the 
issue are currently pending. See Marketplace Fairness Act 
of 2017, S. 976, 115th Cong., 1st Sess. (2017); Remote Trans-
actions Parity Act of 2017, H. R. 2193, 115th Cong., 1st Sess. 
(2017); No Regulation Without Representation Act, H. R. 
2887, 115th Cong., 1st Sess. (2017). Nothing in today's deci-
sion precludes Congress from continuing to seek a legislative 
solution. But by suddenly changing the ground rules, the 
Court may have waylaid Congress's consideration of the 
issue. Armed with today's decision, state offcials can be ex-
pected to redirect their attention from working with Con-
gress on a national solution, to securing new tax revenue 
from remote retailers. See, e. g., Brief for Sen. Ted Cruz 
et al. as Amici Curiae 10–11 (“Overturning Quill would 
undo much of Congress' work to fnd a workable national 
compromise under the Commerce Clause.”). 

The Court proceeds with an inexplicable sense of urgency. 
It asserts that the passage of time is only increasing the need 
to take the extraordinary step of overruling Bellas Hess and 
Quill: “Each year, the physical presence rule becomes fur-
ther removed from economic reality and results in signifcant 
revenue losses to the States.” Ante, at 10. The factual 
predicates for that assertion include a Government Account-
ability Office (GAO) estimate that, under the physical-
presence rule, States lose billions of dollars annually in sales 
tax revenue. See ante, at 2, 19 (citing GAO, Report to Con-
gressional Requesters: Sales Taxes, States Could Gain Reve-
nue from Expanded Authority, but Businesses Are Likely 
to Experience Compliance Costs 5 (GAO–18–114, Nov. 2017) 
(Sales Taxes Report)). But evidence in the same GAO re-
port indicates that the pendulum is swinging in the opposite 
direction, and has been for some time. States and local gov-
ernments are already able to collect approximately 80 per-
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cent of the tax revenue that would be available if there were 
no physical-presence rule. See Sales Taxes Report 8. 
Among the top 100 Internet retailers that rate is between 
87 and 96 percent. See id., at 41. Some companies, includ-
ing the online behemoth Amazon,* now voluntarily collect 
and remit sales tax in every State that assesses one—even 
those in which they have no physical presence. See id., at 
10. To the extent the physical-presence rule is harming 
States, the harm is apparently receding with time. 

The Court rests its decision to overrule Bellas Hess on the 
“present realities of the interstate marketplace.” Ante, at 
18. As the Court puts it, allowing remote sellers to escape 
remitting a lawful tax is “unfair and unjust.” Ante, at 16. 
“[U]nfair and unjust to . . . competitors . . . who must remit 
the tax; to the consumers who pay the tax; and to the States 
that seek fair enforcement of the sales tax.” Ante, at 16. 
But “the present realities of the interstate marketplace” 
include the possibility that the marketplace itself could be 
affected by abandoning the physical-presence rule. The 
Court's focus on unfairness and injustice does not appear 
to embrace consideration of that current public policy 
concern. 

The Court, for example, breezily disregards the costs that 
its decision will impose on retailers. Correctly calculating 
and remitting sales taxes on all e-commerce sales will likely 
prove baffing for many retailers. Over 10,000 jurisdictions 
levy sales taxes, each with “different tax rates, different 
rules governing tax-exempt goods and services, different 
product category defnitions, and different standards for de-
termining whether an out-of-state seller has a substantial 
presence” in the jurisdiction. Sales Taxes Report 3. A few 
examples: New Jersey knitters pay sales tax on yarn pur-

*C. Isidore, Amazon To Start Collecting State Sales Taxes Everywhere 
(Mar. 29, 2017), CNN Tech, http://money.cnn.com/2017/03/29/technology/ 
amazon-sales-tax/ index.html (all Internet materials as last visited 
June 19, 2018). 
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chased for art projects, but not on yarn earmarked for sweat-
ers. See Brief for eBay, Inc., et al. as Amici Curiae 8, n. 3 
(eBay Brief ). Texas taxes sales of plain deodorant at 6.25 
percent but imposes no tax on deodorant with antiperspirant. 
See id., at 7. Illinois categorizes Twix and Snickers bars— 
chocolate-and-caramel confections usually displayed side-by-
side in the candy aisle—as food and candy, respectively 
(Twix have four; Snickers don't), and taxes them differently. 
See id., at 8; Brief for Etsy, Inc., as Amicus Curiae 14–17 
(Etsy Brief ) (providing additional illustrations). 

The burden will fall disproportionately on small busi-
nesses. One vitalizing effect of the Internet has been con-
necting small, even “micro” businesses to potential buyers 
across the Nation. People starting a business selling their 
embroidered pillowcases or carved decoys can offer their 
wares throughout the country—but probably not if they have 
to fgure out the tax due on every sale. See Sales Taxes 
Report 22 (indicating that “costs will likely increase the most 
for businesses that do not have established legal teams, soft-
ware systems, or outside counsel to assist with compliance 
related questions”). And the software said to facilitate com-
pliance is still in its infancy, and its capabilities and expense 
are subject to debate. See Etsy Brief 17–19 (describing the 
inadequacies of such software); eBay Brief 8–12 (same); Sales 
Taxes Report 16–20 (concluding that businesses will incur 
“high” compliance costs). The Court's decision today will 
surely have the effect of dampening opportunities for com-
merce in a broad range of new markets. 

A good reason to leave these matters to Congress is that 
legislators may more directly consider the competing inter-
ests at stake. Unlike this Court, Congress has the fexibility 
to address these questions in a wide variety of ways. As 
we have said in other dormant Commerce Clause cases, Con-
gress “has the capacity to investigate and analyze facts be-
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yond anything the Judiciary could match.” General Motors 
Corp. v. Tracy, 519 U. S. 278, 309 (1997); see Department of 
Revenue of Ky. v. Davis, 553 U. S. 328, 356 (2008). 

Here, after investigation, Congress could reasonably de-
cide that current trends might suffciently expand tax 
revenues, obviating the need for an abrupt policy shift with 
potentially adverse consequences for e-commerce. Or Con-
gress might decide that the benefts of allowing States to 
secure additional tax revenue outweigh any foreseeable 
harm to e-commerce. Or Congress might elect to accommo-
date these competing interests, by, for example, allowing 
States to tax Internet sales by remote retailers only if reve-
nue from such sales exceeds some set amount per year. See 
Goodlatte Brief 12–14 (providing varied examples of how 
Congress could address sales tax collection). In any event, 
Congress can focus directly on current policy concerns rather 
than past legal mistakes. Congress can also provide a nu-
anced answer to the troubling question whether any change 
will have retroactive effect. 

An erroneous decision from this Court may well have 
been an unintended factor contributing to the growth of 
e-commerce. See, e. g., W. Taylor, Who's Writing the 
Book on Web Business? Fast Company (Oct. 31, 1996), 
https://www.fastcompany.com/27309/whos-writing-book-web-
business. The Court is of course correct that the Nation's 
economy has changed dramatically since the time that Bellas 
Hess and Quill roamed the earth. I fear the Court today is 
compounding its past error by trying to fx it in a totally 
different era. The Constitution gives Congress the power 
“[t]o regulate Commerce . . . among the several States.” 
Art. I, § 8. I would let Congress decide whether to depart 
from the physical-presence rule that has governed this area 
for half a century. 

I respectfully dissent. 
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